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Abstract
This study aims to develop an English Language Electronic teaching material model for five class in elementary schools based on whole language approach. Using the whole language approach, overall language teaching an integral part of four language skills which include reading, speaking, listening and writing. Whole language approach based on the understanding constructivism forms its own knowledge through an active role in learning as a whole or thoroughly and integrated in language skills. This research was conducted at the elementary school in Jakarta. The approach of this research is mixed methods research. The type of research used development by research. There are several stages of the mechanism for planning and
INTRODUCTION

Keywords: electronic reading materials, English subject, whole language approach.

The whole language approach is a teaching method that focuses on the development of reading, writing, listening, and speaking skills. It emphasizes the integration of language and meaning in the classroom, and places an emphasis on the development of students' ability to understand and use language effectively. The approach is based on the idea that reading and writing are not separate skills, but rather are part of a larger process of communication. The whole language approach is also characterized by its emphasis on the use of meaningful and relevant texts in the classroom, and by its focus on the development of students' meta-cognitive skills.

The benefits of the whole language approach include improved reading comprehension, increased motivation, and a deeper understanding of the material. The approach is also effective in helping students develop a love of reading and writing, and in fostering a positive attitude towards language learning. Overall, the whole language approach is a valuable tool for teachers who want to help their students develop strong language skills and a love of learning.
development. Piaget, weaver, [2003]. Whole language provided learning facilities based on the understanding that kids learn naturally full joining.

Routman; [1991], Froese [990] Fisher, [1998]; Goodman [ 2005] seven signifying class the whole language which the class approach: 1] a whole language full of printed matter. 2] students learn through a model or example. 3] students work and study in line with the rate development. 4] students learn to share responsibility in learning. 5] of students engaged actively in learning. 6] students afraid to take risks and free experimenting. 7] student gets, [positive feedback systems] better than teachers and his friend. Wasik, Iannone, Campbell, [2012], another finding in the field is guidance about exercise is often confuse teaching materials they students in commits a test or exercise. Brown [1990] stated that whole language is a theory or approach to the learning of languages the full, lies in our language in context in teaching.

**METHOD**

This research is research and development, adapted Hannafin and peck of the 1998. There are three large this analysis, 1] needs analysis. 2] the design, at the in to the elements contained in the developed according to learning will design. 3] stage of three development and implementation of to produce early products and tested to ascertain whether or not it is in accordance, 3], the evaluation covering the beta-testing phase the revision of the products includes the validation the expert judgment, the one-on-one to one ( of one evaluation ), the clusters of small, the field

![Flow Chart](image)

**Picture 1. Stage of Research Hannafin and peck of the 1998**

**Research Instruments and Data Collection**

Three types of data collection instruments were used, namely questionnaires, interview guidelines and tests (mastery test materials in the form of pre-test and post-test). The planning mechanism for developing an electronic teaching material model for English for elementary schools based on the Whole language approach can be seen in the flow chart of the research below.
The preliminary study and analysis

Review of documentation competence in English to primary school, syllabus and teaching materials used.

Guidelines instrument interview for need analysis to know perception English teacher in primary school material of English used.

THE STAGE DESIGN
Planning and the develop an early form the product

- Identify the materials
- Putting together a frame model teaching materials
- Make blueprints model teaching materials
- Develop an instrument for trial

The Stage of Implementation

1. Expert Judgment
2. One-to-One Evaluation
3. Small Group Evaluation
4. Field Test
5. Revision of the final product

FINISHING STAGE AND DISSEMINATION
Finalization and dissemination of research results
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The analysis of the research is to conduct an interview to English teacher primary school. There are four aspects of the content of the interview; material instruction, illustration and color each outlined in those questions. After evaluation interview clusters of small; explained, learning activities conduct by distributing to every student teaching materials that have been produced and revised based on the results of the test. Respondents felt that by filling the assessment of the questionnaire in the form of products. As for reference used in interpreting the assessment results of the quantitative data be qualitative on evaluation clusters of small as follows:

![Graph showing the results of the analysis respondent.](image)
The results with the average for most people 92.7%, criteria very good the results of the tryouts field. At the trial the ground follow enclose students who have followed evaluation one to-one evaluation and not involving students who have followed small group evaluation. The trial of the field was carried out by: [1] determine sample that will be used as many as 15 students; [2] prepares the environment, and the means of facilities required; [3] instructional in accordance with experience in the implementation of the teaching material [4] give the questionnaire to gather information about the quality of the process of learning and teaching material (5) has implemented pre-test and post-tests of instructional to know its effectiveness. The following recapitulation result pre-test and post-test.

Results of a test of normality through test lillifors by reason of the sum of the vials were taken less than 30. The criteria for testing in significance 5%. Level the significance of \((a = 0.05)\) if a p-value \((\text{sig}) \leq 0.05\) then Ho rejected and if the value of p-value \((\text{sig}) > 0.05\) then Ho accepted.

A hypothesis that tested as follows:
- \(H_0 = \) the normal distribution
- \(H_1 = \) distribution is not normal

Note that p-value \([\text{sig}]\) pre-test of 0.200 > 0.05, p-value \([\text{sig}]\) post-test 0.070 > 0.05, then Ho accepted. We can conclude by the experiment normality that data pre-test and post-test normal distribution. The results of the homogeneity on testing in significance standard 5%. Standard significance \((a = 0.05)\) when value \((\text{sig}) \geq 0.05\) so Ho rejected and if the \((\text{sig}) \geq 0.05\) then Ho accepted. Hypothesis tested: as follows.
- \(H_0 = \) there are no differences variant data in distribution homogeneous
- \(H_1 = \) there are differences variant data distribution homogeneous

CONCLUSION

Research and development this produce products with wide utility of teaching materials e-book English based approach whole language to a five year grade student primary school. Developed by stages of the teaching material needs analysis to know the needs of teachers and students. The use of measures based on this research model instructional design by Hanna fit and peck. There are four rare: (1) needs analysis is assessment or, as well as the design (2), at this stage covering the determination of the elements that need to be contained in application that will be developed in accordance with the design of learning, (3) that stage of development and the implementation of the, to produce the product the beginning which later tested to ascertain whether the outcome is in accordance or not, as well as the evaluation (4), covering trial phase and the revision of the product which includes / validation of the people of the test, one by one test, a small group of test, the field test, where in the tests of any possible the occurrence of revised the product which is developed.

In the end of the field visits to 15 students get the result of the percentage of the field test 92.7% then it can be concluded the material in the field tests have very good. Criteria. In the end also runs a pre-test and tests to know whether the material. analysis data using the pre-experiment pretest-posttest one groups design by doing some test that is the, normality the homogeneity and the paired sample. t-test. In the normality is known that p-value (sig) pre-test of 0.200 & gt; 0.05, p-value (sig) post-test 0.070 & gt; 0.05, then received. It can be concluded in the normality that data pre-test and post-test contribution. Normally in the homogeneity known that the (sig) 0.285 & gt; 0.05, then received. We can conclude that there is no difference in the homogeneity variant, and data distribution. Homogeneous. Sample test on paired \(t = \) test
obtained increase tests formative students on the learning of languages the use of e-book after teaching English based whole language than average value pre - test 65,8 be 92,7. Later it was discovered that the (sig 2-tailed) of 0,000 & it; 0,05, so H0 received. It can be concluded that in the sample paired t - test there are significant differences between the formative test on the pre-test post-test teaching materials and so effective. Based on the results of research and development and we can conclude that English teaching materials e-book based whole language to primary school student was very good and effective learning activities used in English in the classroom.
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